A clean version of Weiner's linear-time compact-subword-tree construclion simultaneously constructs the smallest deterministic finite automaton recognizing the reverse subwords.
Introduction
Any finite set S of words which is prefix-closed (i.e., xy E S => xES) has a prefix tree with node set S, ancestor relation "is a prefix of", and father relation "is obtained by dropping the last letter ot." The set S of all subwords of a text sIring is a prefix-closed set whose prefix tree, the text's subword tree, is particularly useful. For example, it lets us test arbitrary words for membership in S in time proportional to their own lenglhs, regardless of how long the entire text is. Even more useful is the subword tree for ¢w$, where ¢ and $ are delimiting symbols not occurring in w. This, for example, lets us test easily whether a word is a suffix of w. In one appropriate walk through the tree, we can easily augment each node with such information as the count of its leaf descendents. Then it becomes convenient to tell how many times a word appears, where a word first or last appears, what is the longest repeated subword, and more. As an example, the subword tree for ¢aabab$ is shown in Figure 1 .
The number of distinct subwords of a text string of large length n can be very large (proportional to n 2 for anl'lbnl'l , for example), so subword trees can have prohibitively many nodes. Fortunately, however, there are compact but functionally equivalent data structures which can even be built in time proportional to just n. Weiner [11] , McCreight [3] , Prall [4, 5, 6] , and Slisenko [10, Section 2] have described such data structures and algorithms.
(See also [1, Section 9.5], [2] .) Each of their algorithms is complicated by the maintenance of additional auxiliary structure along with the developing compact subword tree. (In Slisenko's case, more ambitious applications account for an extra measure of addilional structure [7· 10].) In this report, we describe a version with auxiliary structure which is unusually clean and clearly desirable in its own right. The most obvious way to represent a subword tree compactly is to omit interior nodes of degree 1, replacing them by through edges. The string corresponding to each remaining node can be represented by a (not necessarily unique) pair of pointers into the text string;
or, alternatively, the incremental substring corresponding to each edge can be represented by such a pair. Resulting representations for ¢aabab$ are shown in Figure 2 . Either way, no information is lost, and the degree of each remaining node continues to be bounded by the alphabet size. The slee of this representation is thus proportional to the number of nodes.
And the number of nodes is proportional to the length of the text, because the number of leaves is so bounded (one for each suffix of the text) and because the number of interior nodes is bounded by the number of leaves in a tree without interior nodes of degree 1.
[ 1,0J Our new observation is that there is a much more natural choice of the "few additional patches" maintained above. Instead of information of some new kind, we can add additional edges (but no additional nodes) to the fragment of the uncompacted reverse subword tree to get a directed acyclic graph which, for the reverse subword tree, is the second compact representation described above. To see how, note that, whenever one subword y is a suffix of another subword xy and occurs only in that context, the subtrees below the two strings must be isomorphic; i.e., for every z, yz is a subword if and only if xyz is. This is the reason for the isomorphism below band ab in Figure 3 , for example; and it is clearly the only possible reason for subtree isomorphism in a subword tree. In the reverse subword tree, similarly, the subtrees below the reverses of two text subwords are isomorphic if and only if one of the subwords is a prefix of the other and occurs only in that context. This occurs if and only if all the nodes from the shorter subword through its longer extension have degree 1 in the ordinary subword tree. Thus the nodes of the first comapct representation of the subword tree correspond to a set of distinct representatives of the isomorphism classes of the strings in the uncompacted reverse subword tree, and we will have the second compact representation for the latter is the a-edqe from each such node x is directed to the shortest extension axy of ax which is also such a node. The compact representation of the subword tree for ¢aabab$ shown in Figure 4 was obtained from the subword tree for $babaa¢ ( Figure   5 ) by just this rule. The named nodes in Figure 5 correspond to the similarly named nodes in From each node x, for each letter a, there is an a-extension link to the shortest node (if any) with prefix xa and an e-snoncut link to the shortest node (if any) with prefix ax. From each node, there is a prefix link to its longest proper prefix node (if any). (Noting that prefix links are just the reverses of extension links. we will leave selling them implicit whenever we create or change extension links.) Finally, for each node, there is a pair of indices into w$ to identify (one instance of) the coresponding subword. (We will also leave implicit the selling of these indices. Each new node added will be a prefiX of the entire text so far considered; it will be either that entire text or a prefix 1 longer than the known length of some older node.)
As our terminology suggests, we will describe the algorithm from Weiner's viewpoint:
The main objective is to build the extension and prefix links, and the other links provide time saving "shortcuts." Even so, the algorithm works from right to leh in the text, with no need to look "ahead" (to the left), provided we index the leiters of w$ from right to left.
The structure for w$ co $ is trivial (two nodes) and can obviously be built in constant initial time. To bUild the structure for aW$, we assume inductively thai we have the structure for w$ and that we have pointers to the root node and to the node w$, where we finished the previous step. The new subwords will be the "sufficiently long" prenxes of aw$; we will have to install aw$ as a new extension from the longest prefix y of aw$ which is already a subword of w$. If the root (corresponding to the null subword) does not yet have an a· extension, then it serves as y. If the root does already have an a-extension, we could still find y by "following aw$ along extension links" down from the root until continuation would leave the tree; but for a string like a n $, this would accumulate to time proportional to n 2 .
Instead, noting that y's least-proper suffix x(y = ax) must already be a node in the structure for w$ and that it must be a prefix of w$, we can trace up along prefix links from w$, watching for the node x; it will be the first node with an e-shortcut. Following that shortcut will lead to ax = y if it is already a node, or to its shortest extension axz which is a node otherwise. In the latter case, we will have to install y as a new node between exz and its prefix parent, initially with the same shortcut links exz has. The shortcuts to the new node will be directed from the nodes lying on the prefix path from x up through the last node x· nol already having an a-shortcut link to a proper prefix of ax.
With Y found and properly installed, we can install aw$ as an extension below it as required, initially without any extension or shortcut links. Shortcut links should be directed to this new node from the nodes lying on the prefix path from w$ up through the last node not already having an a-shortcut link. Both these and the shortcut links redirected to y in the case that y had to be installed can be set in a traversal of the prefix path from w$ up through x': so the time to obtain the structure for aw$ from the one for w$ is proportional to some constant plus the number of nodes on the prefix path from w$ to x', To see that this time bound accumulates only to linear time, we look at the node depth of each successive text suffix in the extension tree. The key observation is that, except for some small additive constant, the depth of aw$ within its structure is reduced from the depth of w$ within its structure at least enough to compensate for the time-indicative number of nodes on the prefix path from w$ to x' above. (See Figure 6. ) To see this, first note that the depth of x' is certainly so reduced. Then note that, if ax" is any node on the prefix path above y, x" must be a node on the prefix path above x', The consequence of the observation is that to spend more than linear total time would require more than linear total depth reduction, which is impossible since the greatest possible increase in depth is constant for each iteration. 
